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AND SUMMARY

To be consideredin this discussion is a family of guaninenucleotide-binding
proteins (G proteins) that serve as membrane-bound
transducersof chemically
andphysically codedinformation.Knowledge
of this family, particularly that
acquiredover the past 10 years, permitsa rather restrictive definition of the
characteri,,~tics of its closest members.
I presentsucha definition here in the
interest of generalization anddescribe these characteristics in moredetail
throughoutthis review. However,we mustremainalert for deviations from
the "rules"’ that maybe practiced by as yet undiscoveredmembersof the
immediatefamily or by other related proteins.
615
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The G proteins function as intermediaries in transmembrane signaling
pathwaysthat consist of three proteins: receptors, G proteins, and effectors.
The receptors that participate in such reactions are legion and include those
for a large array of biogenic amine, protein, and polypeptide hormones;
autacoids; and neurotransmitters. Best characterized of these receptors are
those for/3-adrenergic agonists (e.g. epinephrine and the moreselective agent
isoproterenol) and antagonists. Rhodopsin,too, is a G protein-linked receptor, as, apparently, are those for various odorants. The numberof effector
molecules knownto be controlled by G proteins is more modest: interactions
of adenylyl cyclase and a retinal cyclic GMP-specificphosphodiesterase with
G proteins are rather well understood. Regulation of the activity of a phosphoinositide phosphodiesterase (phospholipase C) and the function of ion
channels by G proteins is strongly suspected, but the details remainunknown.
The G proteins are heterotrimers, with subunits designated a,/3, and 3~ in
order of decreasing mass. The a subunits clearly differ amongthe membersof
the family and, at least for the moment,define the individual. Common/3
and
T subunits are probably shared amongsomea subunits to form the specific
oligomers.
The functions of G proteins are regulated cyclically by association of GTP
with the a subunit, hydrolysis of GTPto GDPand Pi, and dissociation of
GDP.Binding of GTPis closely linked with "activation" of the G protein and
consequentregulation of the activity of the appropriate effector. Hydrolysisof
GTPinitiates deactivation. Dissociation of GDPappears to be rate limiting
(or, moreprecisely, occurs as a result of the rate-limiting process), and this
step is accelerated by interaction betweenG protein and receptor. There is
considerable (but not conclusive) evidence that a cycle of dissociation and
association of G protein subunits is superimposedon this regulatory GTPase
cycle.
G proteins share other unique or unusual characteristics. For example,they
are activated by fluoride plus aluminum--the actual ligand probably being
AIF~. Also distinctive is that the a subunits of individual G proteins are
substrates for ADP-ribosylationcatalyzed by bacterial toxins. Best characterized are the reactions carried out by toxins elaborated by Vibrio cholerae and
Bordetella pertussis.
Other recent and related reviews include those by Schramm
&Selinger (1),
Smigelet al (2), Gilman(3), Levitzki (4), and Stryer
HISTORY
Althoughspace does not permit an extensive historical introduction, I will
mentiona few of the most important observations, particularly of the 1970s,
that serve as backgroundfor this review.
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The involvement of a G protein in transmembrane signaling was first
suggested by the requirement for GTPfor hormonal activation of adenylyl
cyclase (6). Althoughknowledgeof the biochemistry of the enzymepermitted
only speculation on the significance of the phenomenon,this fundamental
observatio:a by Rodbell, Birnbaumer, and their colleagues set the stage.
Perhaps more confusing than illuminating was the simultaneous finding that
GTPinterfered with detection of hormone(glucagon) binding to receptors
responsible for regulation of adenylyl cyclase activity (7). Maguireet
subsequentlyfound that the effect of guanine nucleotides on receptor binding
was specitic for agonists and that their affinity for the receptor was reduced
(8); although the interpretation was still less than obvious, specificity for
agonists lent a strong aura of relevance to function. Crucial, then, were the
observations of Cassel &Selinger (9-11), whofirst assayed catecholaminestimulated GTPase activity in turkey erythrocyte membranes. These experiments were technically demanding,but their quantitation and interpretation have provento be essentially correct. Thus, G protein-linked systems are
activated e,n binding of GTP;hydrolysis of GTPinitiates or is responsible for
deactivatie,n; dissociation of GDPis linked with the rate-limiting step and is
controlled by receptor. Thelatter fact is explainedby the negativeheterotropic binding interaction between receptor and guanine nucleotide, which must
be reciprocal. Schramm’sdemonstrations that componentsof the adenylyl
cyclase sy:~tem could be mixed and exchangedby cell fusion (12) presaged
their reconstitution in vitro (13-16). The assays that evolved permitted
purificatioa of G proteins that are associated with the enzyme(17). The
capacity of certain bacterial toxins to ADP-ribosylatespecific G proteins was
discoveredfirst for cholera toxin (18-20) and subsequentlyfor pertussis toxin
(21, 22) and proved to be extraordinarily useful. In the meantime,affinity
chromatographictechniques greatly facilitated purification of labile and low
abundancemolecules such as the /3-adrenergic receptor (23) and adenylyl
cyclase (24). Identification of analogous systems in the retina (25)
realization of the fact that the basic rules had been workedout before with
elongation factor Tu (26) bring us to the present.
INDIVIDUAL
MOLECULAR

G PROTEINS:
ENTITIES

FUNCTIONS

AND

A chicken and egg problempresents itself in attempts to describe the functions and structure of individual G proteins, since, at the moment,there exist
proteins (and "deducedproteins") whosefunctions are unknownand functions
to whicha specific moleculehas yet to be assigned. I start with a description
of those functions that havebeen implicated as part of the repertoire. Confusion will hopefully be minimizedby reference to Table 1.
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Table I Properties of G protein subunits

Subunit

Mr
(kd)

aToxin

G~

e46

fC-Arg 201

G~
Gia!

44.5
40.4

Gi~2
G~
Gml

40.5
j
39

Gt~2
~
G~
G
v’

bReceptor

fC-Arg 187
fP-Cys 351

hP-Cys 352
rP-Cys 331
40
P-Cys 347
C-Arg 174
h40.4 P-Cys 351
hC-Arg 178
37.4
8.4

cEffector

Specific
apeptide
GEEDPQAARSNSDG
KQLQKDKQVYRATHRg
g
TPEPGEDPRVTRAKY

fl>>a,Rho

AC(+)

M,a,Rho>fl
-M,a,Rho
Rho>a>>/3

AC(-)
Others?
--PDE

iSKFEDLNKRKDT
NLKEDGISAAKDVK
kSDLERLVTPGYVPT

--

PDE (?)

kLDRITAPDYLPN
EGNVRVSRELAGHTGY

a C = Cholera, P = Pertussis
b/3 = /3 adrenergic, a = a adrenergic, Rho= rhodopsin, M= muscariniccholinergic
c AC= adenylyl cyclase, PDE= retinal cyclic GMP
phosphodiesterase
a Peptidesutilized successfullyfor productionof specific antisera. Antiserathat recognizeG~,G~,G~,
and Gu~ have been produced with two peptides, GAGESGKSTIVKQM
and HMFDVGGQRDERRK.
e Apparent M~by SDS-PAGE,
~52 kd
fDeduced
site of ADP-rlbosylation.Full G~sequencenot known;residue numberrefers to Figure 1.
s For both forms of G~
l~ Assumed
substratefor ADP-ribosylation
at this site
i Synthesizedfromsequenceof Gi~2;Gi~has aminoterminalCQinstead of SK.Antiserum
recognizes
iFull sequencenot available; Mrby SDS-PAGE
k Specificfor oneGt~versusthe other
I Valuesfor Gt~v

Criteria for Involvement of a G Protein
We now fully

appreciate

the significance

of the early

experiments

that

in-

dicated a role for G proteins in transmembrane signaling reactions,
and many
of them continue to be repeated frequently in the exploration of other systems.
It has become possible to define criteria
for involvement of a G protein when a
new situation
is approached, and it will be useful to list these before consideration
of proven or potential
functions that are regulated by G proteins.
1.
2.

An appropriate
ligand for the receptor
of interest
and GTP are both
required to initiate
the response in question.
The response can be provoked independently
of receptor
by inclusion
of
nonhydrolyzable
analogues
of GTP (GTP~/S_or Gpp[NH]p) or F- plus
A13+. It has been possible to introduce nucleotide analogues into intact
cells by injection or perfusion (27, 28) or after permeabilization
(29).
and A13+ have occasionally proven useful with intact cell preparations
(30,

31).
3. There is a negative

heterotropic

interaction

between the binding of guanine
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5.

6.
7.

nucleotide to a G protein and the binding of agonist to a G protein-linked
receptor.
Cholera toxin and/or pertussis toxin have characteristic effects on the
functions of knownG proteins, and they can be utilized with either intact
cells or purified components.
Certain mutants, particularly of the murine $49 lymphoma,have been
extraordinarily useful in the definition of someG protein-regulated functions. It is hopedthat novelmutants,deficient in the activities of various G
proteins, can be developed.
Antibodies with differing reactivities for individual G proteins have recently becomeavailable.
Purifica~!ion and reconstitution of individual componentsof a pathwayis
the ultimate criterion. This has been achieved with the adenylyl cyclase
complex: and the retinal phosphodiesterase system.

Functions

Regulated

by G Proteins

ACTIVATION
OF ADENYLYL
CYCLASE
Gs, named as the stimulatory regulator of adenylyl cyclase, is required for observationof significant levels of
adenylyl cyclase activity under physiological conditions (15). The protein was
recognizedas a discrete entity following its partial resolution from adenylyl
cyclase by affinity chromatographyon GTP-Sepharose
(16) and its functional
reconstitution into plasma membranesprepared from an $49 cell mutant
(cyc-) that has subsequently been proven to be devoid of Gs,~ (13-15).
latter assay permitted purification of the protein from several sources (17,
32-35). Me,chanismsof regulation of adenylyl cyclase activity and structural
properties of Gs are discussed below.
INHIBITIONOF ADENYLYL
CYCLASE
GTPis also required for receptormediated inhibition of adenylyl cyclase. Althougha considerable amountof
indirect evidencesuggestedthe existence of a distinct G protein to accountfor
this fact, isolation of the species was facilitated greatly by the fruits of an
independent line of investigation--studies on the mechanismof action of a
toxin from B. pertussis. This toxin had been found to abolish hormonal
inhibition of adenylyl cyclase and, in somecases, to potentiate stimulation of
the enzyme(36, 37). These effects appeared to result from ADP-ribosylation
of a 41-kd membraneprotein, a reaction catalyzed by the toxin (21, 22).
Purification of the substrate for pertussis toxin revealed a guaninenucleotidebinding protein with an obvious resemblance to Gs and Gt (38-41). It was
possible to inactivate receptor-mediated inhibition of adenylyl cyclase by
treatment of platelet membraneswith toxin and, subsequently, to restore
hormonalinhibition by reconstitution of membraneswith the purified toxin
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substrate (42, 43). This protein (Mr of a subunit = 41,000) has thus
termed Gi (i = inhibitory for adenylyl cyclase).
Light actia cyclic GMP-specificphosphodiesterase in retinal rod outer segments
(44, 45). The observation of a light-activated GTPaseactivity in th~ retina
(46) and a guanine nucleotide requirement for activation of the phosphodiesterase (47, 48) led to purification of transducin (Gt), another member
of the G.
protein family (25, 49, 50). It thus becameclear that the flow of information
was from light to rhodopsin, Gt, and the phosphodiesterase in sequence. The
concentration of cyclic GMP
in retinal rods is a crucial determinantof visual
excitation (see 5 for review).
STIMULATION OF RETINAL CYCLIC GMP PHOSPHODIESTERASE
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vates

OF PHOSPHOINOSITIDE
HYDROLYSIS Many hormones
mobilizeintracellular stores of Ca2+ by virtue of their ability to stimulate the
phosphodiesteratic cleavage of phosphatidylinositol-4,5-diphosphate (PIP2)
to inositol-l,4,5-triphosphate
(IP3) (51). The relevant phosphodiesterase
(phospholipase C) is influenced by guanine nucleotides. Thus, GTP3’S
Gpp(NH)p(but not GDP, ATP, or ATP3~S)stimulate the hydrolysis
polyphosphoinositides by neutrophil membranes(52), and GTP, Gpp(NH)p,
or GTP~/Sis largely required for stimulation of inositol phosphate synthesis
by blowfly salivary gland membranesin response to 5-hydroxytryptamine
(53). Similar results have been obtained with plasma membranepreparations
from rat hepatocytes (54) and humanpolymorphonuclearleukocytes (55, 56).
In these latter two systems the combination of hormoneand guanine nucleotide lowered the concentration of Ca2+ required to support enzymatic
activity to the physiological range. In further support of the notion that a G
protein controls phosphoinositide phosphodiesteraseactivity are the observations that the affinities of agonists for several receptors that stimulate IP3
synthesis are reduced in the presence of guanine nucleotides (e.g. 57). F- and
A13÷are also able to stimulate the hydrolysis of PIP2 (31). Beyondthis
generally consistent set of observations, the situation becomesless clear cut.
Thereare clearly discrepant observationson the effects of pertussis toxin on
receptor-stimulated synthesis of IP3. For example,the toxin blocks this effect
in polymorphonuclearleukocytes (58), in membranesderived therefrom (55),
and in mast cells (59). However,it fails to alter the response in hepatocytes
(54), cardiac myocytes(60), astrocytoma cells (60), and fibroblasts
These observations suggest participation by different G proteins in different
cell types or differential modification of the sameG protein. Gi and Go(see
below) are the predominant substrates for pertussis toxin. If Gi or Gois
involved in the responseof leukocytesand mast cells, it should be possible to
stimulate IP3 synthesis by addition of the activated (GTP’yS-bound)
G protein
STIMULATION
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to appropriately prepared membranes;this result has not been reported. The
conclusionis that a G protein is likely involved, but its identity is unknown.
Introduction of nonhydrolyzable guanine nucleotide analogues into permeabilizedmast cells permits exocytotic secretion in response to addition of
extracellular Ca2+ (29). Thus, it has been suggested that a G protein may
regulate plasmamembrane
Cae+ channels. However,it is difficult to decide if
this is a relatively direct or an indirect response. Treatmentof mastcells with
pertussis toxin blocks the array of effects that are seen in response to compound 48/80 (a polymeric releaser of histamine), including breakdown
PIPe, accumulation of inositol polyphosphates, 45Ca influx, generation of
arachidonate, and histamine secretion (59). Similar observations have been
made with neutrophils (30, 62, 63). The mast cell inositol response
e+
compound48/80 is not dependent on extracellular calcium, and the Ca
ionophore A23187fails to stimulate PIP2 breakdown.These facts and the
observation of guanine nucleotide-mediated IP3 synthesis in membranepreparations indicate that Ca2+ influx does not explain pertussis toxin-sensitive
PIPe break:down in neutrophils and mast cells. Arachidonate release and
histamine secretion, on the other hand, are largely dependenton extracellular
Caz+ and can be evoked by A23187.It is possible that inositol polyphosphates other than IP3 (e.g. inositol, 1,2,3,4-tetrakisphosphate [IP4]) may
facilitate i.nflux of extracellular Caz+ (64). IP4 appears to arise
phosphorylation of IP3. Thus, the schememight be ordered as follows:
IP 3 "~ CaZ+~

\1
Receptor --~ G ~.~ Caz÷ influx

--~ Arachidonate,
secretion

Activation of phosphoinositide breakdownmayaccount for other receptormediatedeffects that likely involve G proteins. Interaction of agonists with a
subset of nauscarinic receptors of 1321N1astrocytomacells (65, 66) or with
c~-adrenergic receptors of rat ventricular myocytes(67) leads to attenuation
of cyclic AMPaccumulationby stimulation of cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase activity. This response is not sensitive to pertussis toxin, is accompanied by lhydrolysis of PIPz, and (at least in the case of astrocytomacells)
dependenton extracellular Ca2+. It seems most reasonable for the present to
assumethat the effect on the cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesteraseis mediated
2+.
indirectly t~y Ca
A pertussis toxin substrate also appears to be ’involved in reduction of
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Ca2+ concentrations (68). Somatostatininhibits K+-inducedprolactin secretion by GHnC1
cells and lowers intracellular [Ca2+].Theseeffects
are not dependent on cyclic AMP.Pertussis toxin blocks this effect of
somatostatin. It is possible that a G protein maybe negatively linked to
generation of inositol polyphosphates(see 69).
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intracellular

REGULATION
OF ION CHANNELS
A few recent reports lend more credence
to the exciting possibility that G proteins mayexert direct control over the
function of ion channels. Pfaffinger et al (27) measuredionic currents
single atrial cells with a whole-cell voltage-clamp technique that permits
equilibration of the cytoplasmwith a solution of choice. Muscarinicagonists
activate an inward rectifying K+ channel in this preparation in a cyclic
nucleotide-independent manner. Observation of the response to acetylcholine
required perfusion of the cells with a GTP-containingsolution (ATPwas also
present) and was blocked by prior treatment of cells with pertussis toxin.
Breitwieser &Szabo (28) found that this channel could also be activated
irreversibly by exposure to acetylcholine after intracellular injection of
Gpp(NH)p.This effect was not overcomeby addition of isoproterenol, which
should stimulate cyclic AMPaccumulation. These experiments appear to rule
out cyclic nucleotides as mediators of the response. They do not prove direct
interaction betweenG protein and channel. In particular, channel regulation
by G protein-mediated alteration of the activity of a protein kinase or a
phosphoproteinphosphataseremainas possibilities. Heart is knownto contain
both Gi and Go(70); both are ADP-ribosylatedby pertussis toxin; either can
interact with muscarinic cholinergic receptors in reconstituted systems (71,
72). Gi or Go has also been suggested as a mediator of neurotransmitterinduced inhibition of voltage-dependent Ca2÷ channels in chick dorsal root
ganglion cells (73).
2÷ uptake by $49 lymphomacells is inhibited by/3-adrenergic agonists.
Mg
This response, which is not mediated by cyclic AMP,is absent in cyc- or
UNC$49 cell mutants (which lack Gs,~ or have an altered Gs,~ that cannot
interact with receptor, respectively) (74). The implication is that the response
requires the/3-adrenergic receptor and Gs but not cyclic AMP
and, therefore,
perhaps not the only effector with which Gs is knownto interact, adenylyl
cyclase. Beyondthese facts, the mechanismof this interesting effect is
unknown.
Molecular Entities
and Structure
Adetailed view of certain aspects of the structures of G proteins is beginning
to emerge, thanks in particular to cDNA
cloning and sequencing and to the
solution of the crystal structure of a related guanine nucleotide-binding
protein, the bacterial elofigation factor Tu (EF-Tu)(75). Molecularcloning
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has revealed the primary structures of nearly all of the G proteins that have
been purified and has led to an appreciation of at least two additional entities
(referred to belowas Gia2 and Gt~2). To date, however,this approach has not
resulted in the discovery of a myriadof novel structures.
Gs~Gs, first defined functionally by its ability to activate adenylyl cyclase,
was found on purification to be a mixture of two oligomers with differing a
subunits (apparent Mr on SDS-polyacrylamidegels, 52,000 and 45,000) and
indistinguishable/3 and 7 subunits (17, 32, 76). The relative concentration
the twoforras of Gs,~varies amongcells and tissues; functional differences are
not yet appreciated.
cDNAscorresponding to Gs~ have been cloned from bovine brain (77, 78),
bovine adrenal (79), and rat brain (80) (Figure 1). The first eDNA
obtained by hybridization with an oligonucleotide probe based on protein
sequence obtained from a highly conserved region of Go~and Gt~ (81). It was
identified as Gs,~ by immunoblottingwith antibodies generated to peptides
synthesized according to sequence deduced from the cDNA(77). This
identification was confirmed by failure to find mRNA
in the cyc- (G~,~deficient) S.49 cell mutantthat wouldhybridize with the cDNA
clone (77)
by expression of the eDNA(79, 82). The amino acid sequences that are
revealed by the bovine and rat cDNAsdiffer in only three residues.
The first cDNA
for Gs,~ that was isolated encodesa protein of 394 residues
and, therefore, an apparent M~of 46,000. However,upon transient expression
in COS-m6
cells, this cDNA
was found to direct the synthesis of the 52-kd
form of G~,: (79). The sameresult was obtained by expression in Escherichia
coli, using prokaryotic expression vectors containing either the tac or T7
promoters (M. Graziano, unpublished observation). The implication is that
the Mrof the larger formof G~,~is actually 46,000and that its electrophoretic
behavior in SDSis anomalous. An altemative cDNAfor G~, has also been
detected (82). It differs from the first in only 46 contiguous nucleotides,
resulting in the alteration of two and the deletion of 14 aminoacid residues
(residues 73-86in the larger form). It appears to encodea 44.5-kdprotein and
directs the synthesis of the 45-kd form of Gs,~ in COS-m6
cells or E. coli.
Messenger RNAcorresponding to each cDNAis detectable by S 1 nuclease
analysis. In. view of their otherwise identical sequence, the two mRNAs
are
presumedto arise froma single genefor G~by alternative splicing of internal
exons.
Gia First visualized as a 41-kd substrate for ADP-ribosylationby permssis
toxin, oligomeric G~ was purified from rabbit liver (38, 41) and human
erythrocyte:s (35, 39) by techniquesnearly identical to those developedfor G~.
Althoughthe cz subunit of Gi wasclearly distinguishable from those of G~and
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Gt, the /3 subunit was apparently identical (40). The small y subunit, not
detected initially because of its poor staining qualities, was detected soon
thereafter (41, 76). Thefunctional attributes ascribable to Gi werededuced
reconstitution of the rabbit liver protein into platelet and $49 cell membranes
(42, 43, 83). A protein with superficially indistinguishable features has since
beenpurified from bovine (84, 85) and rat (86) brain and is frequently termed
Gi. However,there is heterogeneity of substrates for pertussis toxin, which
becamegrossly obvious whenbrain was studied. Furthermore, inhibition of
adenylyl cyclase may not be the exclusive property of "Gi." Caution in
nomenclature is thus mandated. (The terminology a~r serves this purpose.)
Nukadaet al (87) purified Gi~ (a40 from bovine brain and determined
aminoacid sequence of several of its tryptic peptides. These sequences are
represented faithfully in that deduced from a cDNA
clone isolated from a
bovine brain cDNA
library. The cDNA
encodes a protein with 354 amino acid
residues and a calculated molecular weight of 40,400. Northern analysis
reveals an RNAwith approximately 3900 nucleotides.
Itoh et al (80) screened a rat C6 glioma cDNA
library with an oligonucleotide probe based on amino acid sequence data obtained with purified rat
brain Gi~ (a41). With the exception of two residues, amino acid sequences
deducedfrom one of the cDNA
clones isolated by these investigators matched
those determinedfor seven tryptic peptides derived from the protein. However, the entire sequence of 355 aminoacid residues deducedby Itoh et al (80)
differs significantly (- 11%)from that of Nukadaand coworkers(87). Is
difference due to species? The extremesimilarity betweenbovine and rat Gs,~
suggests not, but this argumentis hardly definitive. Moreinteresting is the
fact that the rat protein sequenceobtained by Itoh et al differs from Nukada
and associates’ bovine cDNAsequence by only three residues in 78. It is
suggested that the predominantot41 (Gia) corresponds to that purified from
bovine and rat brain by these two groups and that its sequenceis represented
by the cDNA
of Nukadaet al (87). Itoh et al are presumedto have cloned
similar cDNA,but one that encodes a distinct entity. For the moment,we
refer to these proteins as Gi~ (Nukadaet al) and Gi,,2 (Itoh et al) or a4~.~
~f41,2.

Go~ Sternweis & Robishaw encountered surprising [35S]GTPyS binding
activities (10-fold greater than anticipated) during initial attemptsto purify
from brain. Protein fractionation, ADP-ribosylationwith pertussis toxin, and
electrophoresis revealed the explanation. Brain contains a plentiful substrate
for pertussis toxin in addition to Gi (84). This protein provedto be an obvious
member
of the G protein family, since, in addition to serving as a substrate for
pertussis toxin, it has a guanine nucleotide-binding a subunit (Mr = 39,000)
and/3 and y subunits that are apparently identical to those of G~and Gi. This
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new G protein was dubbed Go (o = other G protein), and evidence was
presented that it wasnot a proteolytic product of the larger Gi (also abundant
in brain). Neerand associates detected similar heterogeneity of substrates for
pertussis toxin in brain at essentially the sametime (85). In addition to ot41
(Gi~) and O~39 (Go~t) , these investigators also noted a 40-kdtoxin substrate in
their purified preparations. The question of possible proteolytic origin of a40
and ot39 was not settled in this report, and this remains an issue for Ot4o.
However,it is possible that ~40 corresponds to (~ia2, as defined above.
Althoughthe function of Goremains to be determined, its discovery has
had a major!impact. Since bidirectional regulation of adenylyl cyclase activity
had presumablybeen settled with the discovery of Gs and Gi, the existence of
another G protein in brain implied a broader role for the family. Furthermore,
the abundanceof Go(and Gi) in brain has greatly facilitated experimentation
on a numbe~rof fronts.
WhenItoh and coworkers (80) screened their rat C6 glioma cDNAlibrary
for Gi,~ as describedabove,the first clone detected turned out to correspondto
Go~. This identification was based on perfect agreement of sequence predicted from the cDNAwith that obtained from six tryptic peptides derived
from purifie,:l rat brain Go~(80). The cDNA
for Go~described by Itoh et
lacks nucleotides co~espondingto the aminoterminus of the protein (probably about 30 aminoacid residues); 15 of these are available for the bovine
protein (81).
Gta Gt or transducin, purified at about the same time as Gs, has been studied
extensively. It is a major componentof the disks of the retinal rod outer
segment;
disks are prepared easily frombovine retina, and mg-quantitiesof 13
t
can be purified in one or two days after selective elution of the protein from
the disk membrane
with GTP(in the absence of detergent) (50). The availability of antibodies to Gta and partial aminoacid sequence (81 ) permitted the
essentially simultaneous cloning of cDNAscorresponding to Gt~ in four
laboratories (88-91). Perhaps not surprisingly, at least retrospectively, two
sequences, which differ in approximately 20%of the encoded amino acid
residues, were elucidated (G~and Gt~2). The clones characterized by three
of these groups (89-91), which were selected using expression vectors and
antibodies to purified "Gt," encode identical sequences of 350 aminoacid
residues (M,. = 40,000). The odd clone out was selected with an oligonucleotide probe and encodes a protein of 354 residues (88). Antibodies
purified "Gt" detect immunoreactivity
in retinal rods but not in cones (92); the
sameis true of an antipeptide antibody whenthe peptide sequence was chosen
to be specific for the 350-residue protein (93). However,antibodies raised
against a peptide synthesized according to sequence specific for the 354residue protein showreactivity exclusively with cone photoreceptor outer
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segments(93). It is assumedthat there exist two isoforms of Gt---one that
activates the photosensitive cyclic GMP-specificphosphodiesterase of rod
outer segments (Gtl) and one that plays the analogous role in cones (Gt2).
THESTRUCTURE
OFGa The availability of essentially complete amino acid
sequences for seven G protein a subunits obviously invites comparisons
(Figure 1). Overall, the relationship is striking. Gi~ and Gi~2are most alike
(approximately95%of the residues identical or homologous),in keeping with
the tentative designation of both of these molecules as Gis. The two Gt
subunits are also very similar (88%identical or homologous).Moresurprising
is the strength of the relationship betweenGi~xs, Gt,~s, and Go~(roughly 80%
identical or homologousfor all of these comparisons). Gs,, differs the most
(about 50%)from the other a subunits. Its larger massis due to two discrete
"inserts" (residues 72-86 and 324-336) and to additional residues at the
aminoterminus. A less extensive relationship betweenG protein a subunits,
EF-Tu,and the ras oncogeneproducts is also obvious; the regions of greatest
similarity form portions of the guanine nucleotide-binding domainof EF-Tu
(75, 94).
Variability amongthe a subunits is concentrated in three "hot spots": the
aminoterminus [residues 1-40 of aavg, as defined by Masters et al (95)],
residues 120-150, and residues 340-360. Most significant differences between the two Gias are in the second of these regions; nonhomologous
differences between the Gtas are largely confined to the amino terminal 30
residues. WhenGs is comparedwith any of the other ~ subunits, the variability that is seen at residues 120-150 extends back to (but not beyond) the
region where amino acid residues are inserted in the larger form of
(residues 72-86). The variable region near the carboxy terminus of O~avg
also immediatelyadjacent to a Gs-specific insert.
Masters et al (95) have madepredictions about the secondary structure
aavg, and the agreementwith the crystal structure of the GDP-bindingdomain
of EF-Tu(75) was sufficiently good to inspire a gamble(as defined respectably by one of the authors--see 96). Constraint of the four regions of aavgthat
are believed to contribute to the guaninenucleotide-bindingsite (75, 94) with
the three-dimensional structure determined for this region of EF-Tudivides
C~avg into three domains. Two--the amino (1-41) and carboxy (298-396)
termini are obviously mandatory; the third (60-208) results from a long
insertion between the first two of the four regions involved in guanine
nucleotide binding. Each of the three domainscontains one of the "hot spots"
mentioned above. Regions of greatest homology are focused around the
guanine nucleotide-binding site, and variability increases as one movesaway
from this core in any direction (with the exception of the extreme carboxy
terminus). The authors have speculated on functional roles that might be
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assigned to these domains. I consider these arguments in the context of
protein-protein interactions, below.
AND NONSPECIFIC
ANTIBODIES Elucidation of primary
sequence has permitted generation of a numberof antipeptide antibodies with
predeterminedspecificity for a given a subunit or for all knowna subunits
(82, 93, 97). These antibodies have in general been useful for immunoblotting, immunohistochemistry,and immunoprecipitations. There is little informationon their reactivities with native subunits or oligomers. Sequencesof
provenutility are listed in Table 1.
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SUBUNIT-SPECIFIC

SUBUNITS
Purification of Gs, Gt, and Gi revealed apparently similar
35-kd polypeptides associated with the more distinctive t~ subunits. The
amino acid. composition of /3 prepared from the three oligomers is indistinguishable; the three proteins yield the sameelectrophoretic pattern of
peptides after proteolysis (40, 98). /33’ subunit complexesare functionally
interchangeable: for example,/33’from Gs or Gi appears to interact identically
withGs,~(42, 99);/33’ fromGi or Gt can interact with Gic~ or Gt= to reconstitute
rhodopsin-stimulated GTPaseactivity (100). Thus arises the issue (not
resolved) of the identity or nonidentity of/3 subunits and, if the latter, their
total number.It is a particularly pertinent question in the context of possible
dissociation (and mixing) of G protein subunits as part of their mechanism
activation (see below).
It is nowclear that there is somelevel of heterogeneity of/3. The"35-kd"
subunit of Gs, Gi, and Go can be resolved into a doublet by SDSpolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (32, 84). The terminology /~36/~35 has
arisen to define this situation. Gtt~, by contrast, displays only one component
of this doublet. Its electrophoretic mobility correspondsto that of the upper
band, but it is not knownif Gt/3 is identical to /336- /336 and /335 are also
distinguishable immunologically.
Polyclonalantisera to purified Gt/~ (/3369.)
fl36//335
react almost exclusively with fl36 (97, 101). Antipeptideantibodies
prepared against a sequence common
to Gt/~ and a mixture of/336//335 have
great preferencefor/336 (97). This situation is confusing.It is possible that/3
has very few strong antigenic determinants and that crucial sites maybe
altered betweenfl36 and /335. It is difficult to believe that /336 and /335 are
grossly different.
Evans e~: al (102) have recently characterized a form of/335 from human
placental membranes.The protein was resolved (by DEAE)from oligomeric
G proteins, whereinthe /3 subunit has the typical /336//335 doublet structure.
/335 and the /3 subunit doublet preparation have similar abilities to inhibit
adenylyl cyclase activity, presumablyby virtue of interaction with Gs=(see
fl
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below). Anapparently identical 3~ subunit is associated with both/335 and the
fl35/ /3~6doublet.
Sugimoto et al (103) have cloned a cDNAfor Gt~. The protein has 340
amino acid residues (Mr = 37,400). Two bands were detected when the
cDNA
was utilized for Northern hybridization with retinal, brain, and liver
RNA(--1.8 and 3.3 kb). Two/3 subunit clones were also isolated from
bovine brain cDNAlibrary. Restriction mappingwith seven endonucleases
revealed differences only in the 5’ noncodingregion. It was concludedthat
the mRNAs
for fl have the same coding sequence.
Anapparently identical cDNA
clone for Gtt3 was also isolated by Fongand
coworkers(104). The authors noted that the entire sequenceof Gt/~ consists
a reiterated pattern of about 86 amino acid residues; each of these can be
divided into two similar 43-residue segments. In addition, there is a resemblance between Gt~ and the carboxy-terminal portion of the yeast CDC4gene
product. (CDC4is a cell-division-cycle gene of unknownfunction.) Northern
analysis of several tissues revealed 1.8- and 2.9-kb mRNAs.
Robishawhas isolated a cDNA
that includes/3-subunit-specific sequences
from a bovine adrenal library (unpublished observations). The nucleotide
sequenceof this clone is quite different from those reported previously (103,
104), and the deducedamino acid sequence also differs significantly. This
cDNAhybridizes with a 1.8-kb mRNA.
Thus there appear to be at least two
genes for/3. Their relationship to/336//335 is unknown.Nevertheless, there is
as yet no reason to believe that there are differences amongthe/3 subunits of
Gs, Gi, and Go.
3’ stJBur~rrs Ignorance becomes more obvious with regard to 3,. This
subunit of Gt was recognized early (25, 50), but its detection as a component
of Gs and Gi was delayed because of poor avidity for stain (41, 76)./3 and
remain tightly associated under nondenaturingconditions. Theydissociate as
a complexfrom G~ in the presence of activating ligands (see below).
cDNAsthat encode Gt~, have been cloned and sequenced (105, 106); the
protein has been sequencedas well (107). Gtv has 74 aminoacid residues (M
r
= 8400) and is very hydrophilic and acidic. Two-dimensionalpeptide mapping of 3’ subunits from humanerythrocyte Gs and Gi and from bovine brain
failed to reveal differences; Gtv (bovine or frog) could be distinguished from
these other polypeptides (98). Antibodiesto Gtv fail to recognize 3" subunits
from other sources (101,108). Thusthe situation with regard to/3 and 3~ may
be similar. The specialized retinal rod mayhave distinct/3 and ~/subunits,
while those G proteins that are coincidentally expressedin essentially all (Gs,
Gi) or several (Go) cells mayshare a common/37complex. However,there
are hints of greater complexity. There maybe multiple 3, subunits in evidence
in the brain G protein preparations of Sternweis & Robishaw (84).
antibody that recognizes a humanplacental G protein 3" subunit apparently
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GpA novel entity, termed Gp by its discoverers (109), has been described
recently, l:~arified fromplacenta (and visualized in platelets; thus the designation p), Gp maybe a memberof the immediate G protein family. There are
uncertainties, however,whichis whyits discussion has been postponedto this
point.
Purified preparations of Gp contain a GTP3,S-bindingpolypeptide with an
apparent molecular weight of 21,000. They also contain approximately
equimolar concentrations of an apparently "conventional" /37 subunit complex. However,evidence for association of putative Gr~with/3~/is not yet at
hand. Gpis not an obvious substrate for pertussis or cholera toxin, GTPase
activity ha,’; not yet beendemonstrated,and it is not recognizedby antibodies
to highly c,anserveddomainsof the ct subunits described above. (It is also not
recognizedby anti-ras antibodies.) Gpis of obvious interest; given its size
and, perhaps, a low affinity for/3% it mayresemble ras more than do the
other signal transducing G proteins. The simultaneouschoice of the letter p to
designate this entity and that hypothetical G protein responsible for regulation
of phospholipase C has generated some confusion. The function of Gp, as
defined by Evans et al (109), is unknown.
LIGAND-G

PROTEIN

INTERACTIONS

Studies of the interactions of G protein a subunits with nucleotides have
focused particularly on GTP7S(or other nonhydrolyzable triphosphate analogues), *GTP,and GDP.The characteristics of the binding reactions are
2+, anions, and proteins that interact with ct (particularly
influenced by Mg
receptors and /37). Giventhe existence of at least four purified G proteins
available for study, the potential for accumulationof data is large.
Binding of GTP’ySto oligomeric G proteins or to their resolved a subunits
is clearly :not a diffusion-controlled process, and it proceedsat a rate that is
independent of nucleotide concentration (41, 84, 110, 111). This anomaly
explained by the fact that the proteins, as purified, contain stoichiometric
amountsof GDP,obviously bound with high affinity (49, 111). GDPcan
removedfrom Gi or GO by chromatographyin the presence of 1 M(NH4)2SO4
and 20%glycerol (111). The kinetics of GTPTS
binding to these nucleotidefree a subunits or oligomers is then bimolecular and apparently diffusioncontrolled.
There is negative cooperativity of the binding of GTPTSand /37 to G
protein a :~ubunits; thus, GTPTS
promotesG protein subunit dissociation (32,
33, 38, 3’9, 112).
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vG,~O,/ + GTPTS-~ G,~.GTPTS+ Gt~
2+ shifts the equilibrium for this reaction far to the right. The rate of
Mg
dissociation of GTPTSfrom G~ is slow, but measurable, in the absence of
Mg2+ (0.4 min-1 for Go~; 0.2 rain -1 for Gi,~). fly increases the rate of
dissociation of GTPTS
by about threefold in the absence of the divalent cation
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(113).

The effect of Mgz+ on the binding of GTP3’Sis striking; the rate of
dissociation of the nucleotide from Go,~or Gi,~ is reduced to near zero (113).
The apparent Ka for interaction of Mg2+ with G=.GTP3’Sis extremely
2+ have a similar capability to
small--about 5 nM. Lowconcentrations of Mg
slow dissociation of GTPTSfrom oligomeric Go or Gi. However,the rate of
2÷
nucleotide dissociation remains measurable until the concentration of Mg
exceeds 1 mM.At higher Mg2+ concentrations subunit dissociation occurs
z+ is extremely stable. The significance of
and, as mentioned, G~.GTPyS-Mg
the subunit dissociation reaction will be discussed further below.
The intrinsic fluorescence of G~ is enhanced modestly on binding of
2+
GTP3"Sand more dramatically in the presence of nMconcentrations of Mg
(114). F-, A13+, and z+ cause a si milar ef fect. Th is ch ange influ orescence is presumedto reflect the activated state of the G protein o~ subunit.
The interactions of GDPwith G protein o~ subunits provide a contrast with
those of GTPTS
(113). Brandt & Ross first reported the differing effect of/3y
on dissociation of GTP3"S
and GDPfrom Gs, (115);/33’ inhibits the dissociation of GDP(unless the Mg2+ concentration is high; see below). This
phenomenon
has beenstudied in more detail with Go and Go~. The affinity of
GDPfor Go~ is high (Kd ~40 nMin the absence of Mg2+) and is increased
markedlyby /33" (Kd --0.1 nM). This effect appears to result from both
substantial increase in rate of association of GDPwith the protein (surprisingly) and a decrease in the rate of dissociation. In the presence of 10 mM
2+ the effect of/33, on the affinity of Go,~for GDP
Mg
is not as great, but it is
still substantial (Kd --100 nMfor Go~, 10 nMfor oligomeric Go). The effect
of Mg2+ is to decrease the rate of association of GDPwith Go~or Goand to
increase the rate of dissociation from Go; however,there is no effect of the
metal on the dissociation of GDPfrom Go~(0.3 min-~). It seems probable
2+ for the nucleotide-protein complex
that the extreme high affinity of Mg
noted above is a property only of the GTP-(or GTP3’S-)boundform of the
protein. Thus Mgz+ and GTPySpromote dissociation of oligomeric G proteins and the formation of an "activated" state of G,; GDPstabilizes the
oligomer and, at modest concentrations of Mg2+, dissociates from it extremely slowly.
Theinteraction of G proteins with their physiological activator, GTP,is of
course more complex, in that nucleotide hydrolysis is involved. The basal
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GTPaseactlivity, whichis extremelylow, has been evaluated for Gs (115), Gi
(86, 116, 117), and Go(85, 86, 113, 118). I will ignore modestquantitative
discrepancies between these studies, particularly because most are uninterpretable. A typical molar turnover numberis 0.3 min-~; the Knafor GTP
is low (0.3/xM), and nMconcentrations of 2÷ satisfy th e re quirement for
divalent cation. GTPincreases the intrinsic fluorescence of G~, apparently in
the same manneras does GTPyS(118). Fluorescence intensity declines as the
boundnuclteotide is hydrolyzed. Rate constants and relative steady-state
concentrations of G.GTPand G.GDPcan thus be measuredby quantitation of
intrinsic fluorescence (118) or with radioactive nucleotides (115, 119).
ing steady-state hydrolysis the great majority of the protein exists as the
GDP-bound
form, since kca t exceeds kof f for GDP(0.3 min-1) by an order of
magnitude. The rate of dissociation of GDPthus limits the basal GTPase
activity. A,’; mentioned,/3yinhibits the dissociation of GDPfrom Go~at low
concentrations of Mg2+ and thereby inhibits GTPaseactivity (113). As the
2÷ is increased, the rate of dissociation of GDPfrom Go
concentration of Mg
(but not from Go~)increases and can exceed the value observed with Go=.
Undersuch conditions /33/activates the GTPaseactivity of Go,~ (113). The
2+ required for this effect on the dissociation of GDP
concentration of Mg
from oligc,meric G proteins is high and is dependent on the protein in
question. ,adthoughnot studied systematically, one can estimate that the effect
occurs in the range of 1-10 mMfor Go, 5-50 mMfor Gi, and 10-100 mMfor
Gs (86, 113, 115).
2+ are complicated further by the counter ion, since
These effects of Mg
high concentrations of CI- appear to inhibit GTPaseactivity directly (120).
Other effects of relatively modest(mM)concentrations of C1- have also been
noted, including the ability to inhibit the rate of dissociation of GTPyS
and
GTP(but not GDP)from Go~(120). Lubrol inhibits the steady-state rate
GTPhydrolysis by interfering with the dissociation of GDP(115). Variations
in concentrations of CI- and Lubrol account for some of the quantitative
discrepancies that are apparent in the literature.
The anomalousability of F- to activate adenylyl cyclase was found to be a
result of interaction of the anion with G~(14, 121), and it has since become
clear that there is a characteristic effect of F- on all G proteins (38, 122).
Manifestations of these interactions closely resemblethose with nonhydrolyzable guanine nucleotide analogues: G proteins become"activated" (i.e. capable of fruitful interaction with their effector molecules), G~dissociates from
/3% and there is an enhancementof intrinsic fluorescence, at least of Go
(114). Curiously, A13÷(or 2+) was fo und tobe required for acti vation of G~
by F-, and it was suggested that the activating ligand was A1F2(123). Bigay
et al (124) have suggested that A1F~-interacts only with the GDP-bound
form
of G~, and. that the anion mimicsthe role of the y-phosphateof GTP.It should
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be possible to verify this very attractive hypothesisby rigorous demonstration
of a requirement for boundGDPfor A1F~--stimulatedinteraction between
and an appropriate effector.
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LIGAND-REGULATED
INTERACTIONS

PROTEIN-PROTEIN

Characteristics of the interactions of ligands with isolated G proteins have
been presented abovefor the sake of simplicity. Their effects on the proteinprotein interactions that characterize transmembranesignaling systems are
obviously at the heart of mechanism,and these are nowbeing studied in detail
with purified reconstituted systems(Figure 2). It should be noted that crucial
features of manyof these interactions were deduced correctly by study of
impure or intact systems, in somecases even before the componentshad been
unambiguouslyidentified. The most important of these deductions were noted
above. Of course, this early phase of research was also characterized by many
incorrect mechanisticinterpretations.
Receptor-G

Protein

Interactions

The interaction of receptor with a G protein is driven by an appropriate
agonist (hormone,photolyzed retinal, etc). This was implied by the comigration of crude/~-adrenergicreceptors and G~after solubilization in the presence
of agonist (and absence of guanine nucleotide) (125) and by study of
interactions of Gt and rhodopsin. The interaction between R and G is antagonized by guanine nucleotide, either GTPor GDP.

_~~_G-GDP
~-~
Ga-GDP-E
~ HR H-R-G-GDP

Precursor

Ga’GTp’Ir

Product

~ ~ H-/-R

H’R-G-GTP

G

Figure 2 Interactions of receptor, G protein, GTP,and effector. Sectext for explanation.
Modified from Stryer (5).
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Pedersen &Ross (126) developed the first successful reconstitution
/3-adrenergi.c receptors and Gs in phospholipid vesicles, and the basic
approach has nowbeen utilized extensively for this hormonereceptor system
and for others. Detailed study of the properties of these interactions has
revealed their essential regulatory features (119, 127-132).I will concentrate
on the/3-adrenergic receptor and G~in this discussion, since this system has
been studied most extensively.
1. HRstimulates dissociation of G.GDP(119). Dissociation of GDP
obviously must precede binding of GTPif there is but one site for
nucleoti.de, and only one such site has been detected (however, see 133).
2. HRstimulates nucleotide binding, even whenmost of the bound GDPhas
been incluced to dissociate by interaction of G.GDPwith HR(119). Thus,
release of GDPper se is required but is not necessarily sufficient for
hormone-stimulated,GTP-mediatedactivation of G~. A similar conclusion
had been reached by Tolkovsky et al (134), who examined the rate
activation of adenylyl cyclase by Gpp(NH)pand epinephrine in membranes where Gs had hypothetically been cleared of GDPby incubation
with hormone.It is perhaps simplest to envision a guanine nucleotidebinding site that is "closed" in the absence of HRand "open" (allowing
nucleotide exchange)in its presence.
3. HRstimulates the steady-state GTPaseactivity of Gs (1-2 min-1) without
affecting kcat (4 min-~). This effect is due exclusively to HR-stimulated
dissociation of GDPand association of GTPand the resultant accumulation of significant levels of G.GTP.
4. HRfunctions catalytically (126, 131); one receptor can interact with -molecules of G~over a period of a few seconds in a single phospholipid
vesicle. These observations verify the same conclusion by Tolkovsky&
Levitzki (135, 136), whohad studied the kinetics of activation of adenylyl
cyclase after inactivation of receptor with an irreversible antagonist.
5. FIR-stimulated nucleotide exchangerequires the /3~/subunit complexof
the G protein (131). This observation was made initially with Gt and
rhodopsin (137).
2+ for maximalcatecholamine6. There are at least two requirements for Mg
stimulated GTPaseactivity: low (nM) concentrations of 2+ are necessary for nucleotide hydrolysis per se and higher (10 IxM)concentrations
maxirnize HR-catalyzednucleotide exchange(119). This latter requirement is consistent with the initial observation of Iyengar &Birnbaumer
(138), who demonstrated that glucagon lowered the concentration
~+ necessary for activation of G~ by GTP3,Sfrom 25 mMto 10
Mg
Reconstitution
of R and G results in the establishment of guanine nuc7.
leotide-sensitive agonist binding to the receptor (i 28). Low-affinityagon-
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ist states are R and its presumedequivalent, R in the presence of G.GTP
or
G,GDP(i.e. R and G not associated); the high-affinity state is R’G
(nucleotide dissociated). Rojas & Birnbaumer(139) have highlighted
importance of GDPin this negative binding interaction with agonist;
participation by GDPseems mandatory. They have also suggested that
GTPmay not have a similar effect. If true, binding of GTPwould
apparently not cause dissociation of HRfrom G, and the active complexof
G and effector wouldthen incarcerate HR---drastically reducing its catalytic efficiency.
To summarize, most would agree to the following model. The affinity of
HRfor G-GDP
is sufficient to drive their interaction and to promotedissociation of the nucleotide. HRG
is presumablya relatively stable intermediate, but
its lifetime is brief in the presence of a normallyhigh concentration of GTP.
Binding of GTPcauses dissociation of HR(see 133). The lifetime of G.GTP
(or G~.GTP,see below) is manyseconds. The catalytic action of HRand the
relatively long lifetime of G.GTPprovide considerable amplification.
MULTIPLE
EFFECTSOF MG2+ Effects of Mg2÷ have been described just
above and in the preceding section. It maybe useful to summarizethese
observations and to speculate on their significance. The list of effects and
approximate concentrations required is as follows: 1. GTPase, -5 nM; 2.
slow dissociation of GTPySfrom Gi or Go, --5 riM; 3. fluorescence enhancement of Go~, < 100 riM; 4. HR-stimulated Gs activation, --10 p,M; 5.
HR-stimulated GTPbinding and, by inference, GDPdissociation, --10 ~M;
6. fly-stimulated GDPdissociation, 1-100 mM;7. GTPyS-inducedsubunit
dissociation, 1-100 mM.
OnceGTPor GTPySis bound, interaction of Mg2+, presumably with both
protein and nucleotide, occurs with extremelyhigh affinity. Effects 1-3 above
are all believed to reflect interaction at this site, and this is presumably
sufficient to "activate" a resolved G protein a subunit. I speculate that effects
2+ at a secondsite, whoselocation of G (a,/3,
4-7 all reflect interaction of Mg
z+ is relatively poor
or 3/) is unknown.Theapparent affinity of this site for Mg
2+
in the absence of HR(1-100 mM). Interaction of
at thi s sit e is
necessarry for f/y-facilitated "opening"of the guaninenucleotide-bindingsite
to permit dissociation of GDP,association of GTPor GTPyS,and nucleotideinduced subunit dissociation. HRlowers the concentration requirement for
2÷ at this hypothetical single site; Iyengar &Bimbaumer
Mg
have stressed the
importanceof such an interaction (138). Viewedin this context, HRshifts the
dependencyon Mg2+ from a concentration range where fly stabilizes the
binding of GDPto a range where/33/actually facilitates guanine nucleotide
exchange.
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SPECIFICIT’Y
OFR-GINTERACTIONS
The availability of purified G proteins
and receptors has permitted tests of specificity of the functional interactions
between R and G by reconstitution. Prototypical receptors have been the
/3-adrenergic (adenylyl cyclase stimulator), ~2-adrenergic (adenylyl cyclase
inhibitor), muscariniccholinergic (cyclase inhibitor or phospholipaseC stimulator), and rhodopsin.
Gsappe~xsto be rather specific, in that it interacts selectively withreceptors
that stimulate adenylyl cyclase activity. The ability of rhodopsin or the
~2-adrenergic receptor to stimulate nucleotide binding to this G protein is
minimal(1.40, 141). Similarly, the interaction between transducin and the
/3-adrenergic receptor is difficult to detect; however,there is a measurable
reaction be.tween transducin and the c~2-adrenergic receptor (~20%as effective as rhodopsin). Gi and Goare morepromiscuous.It is presumedthat their
interactions with muscarinic (71, 72, 142) and a2-adrenergic (141) receptors
in vitro reflect their physiologicalactivities. Surprising wasthe observationof
a very significant level of interaction betweenGi and/3-adrenergicreceptors
in vitro (1.43); rhodopsinalso stimulates the GTPaseactivity of Gi and Goto
about the same extent as that of Gt (100, 141).
The unexpectedextent of cross-reactivity betweenreceptors and G proteins
almost certainly speaks to conservation of structure amongthe receptorbinding domainsof the G proteins and the G protein-binding domainsof the
receptors. The ability to comparethe primary structures of G protein-linked
receptors was acquired recently with the cloning of cDNAsfor the second
such entity, the/3-adrenergic receptor (144, 145); the first sequencewas,
course, that of rhodopsin(146). The two receptors display an intriguing level
of overall similarity, including the fact that both appear to span the bilayer
seven times. Interestingly, the most conservedsequences in the two receptors
are in the transmembrane spanning regions. It has been suggested that
cytoplasrnic loop 1-2 of rhodopsinis involvedin the interaction with Gt (147).
Masterset al (95) have suggestedthat the carboxy-terminaldomainof G,~
responsible for interaction with receptors. The most compellingargumentis
that the carboxy-terminal 21 residues of Gt= are homologouswith an internal
region of arrestin (148), a retinal protein that binds to phosphorylatedrhodopsin (149). ADP-ribosylationof Gi and Gt on a cysteine residue four removed
from the carboxy terminus prevents G protein-receptor interactions (150,
151). Analysis of the UNCmutant of the $49 lymphomamay also reveal
modest amount of information on the receptor-binding domainof G~. This
specific lesion eliminates interaction betweenG~ and receptors, leaving the
other functions of the G protein intact (152).
Lack of the expected specificity for receptor-G protein interaction has
stimulated investigation of heretofore unsuspectedphysiological regulatory
mechanisms.Although rhodopsin and G~ presumably never have the opportu-
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nity to interact in vivo, the fl-adrenergic receptor and Gi presumablydo. The
questions, therefore,, are whetherthis interaction occurs in vivo; if so, to what
purpose; and if not, whynot? Ligand-binding studies carried out by Abramson &Molinoff strongly suggest an interaction between the /3-adrenergic
receptors of cyc- $49 cells and a G protein (153). Thesecells contain Gi (83,
154, 155); they lack G~,~activity, protein, and mRNA
(77); they do not appear
to contain Go. Murayama& Ui (156) have suggested that an interaction
betweenfl-adrenergic receptors and Gi is responsible for fl-adrenergic agonist-mediated inhibition of adenylyl cyclase in adipocyte membranes.Treatmentof manycell types with pertussis toxin potentiates the effects of stimulatory hormoneson adenylyl cyclase activity (37). Perhapsthis is due in part
elimination of an interaction betweenGi and stimulatory receptors (143). Also
interesting is that pertussis toxin can prevent homologousdesensitization of
adenylyl cyclase, at least in somesystems (157, 158). Cerione et al (159)
have attempted to demonstrate a role for Gt in hormonal stimulation of
adenylyl cyclase by reconstitution of fl-adrenergic receptors with Gs, Gi, and
a crude preparation of the cyclase itself. Hormonalstimulation of cyclic AMP
synthesis increased as a percentage of basal activity, but absolute activities
decreased (basal > hormone stimulated) as Gi was added. This effect
presumably due to /~/(see below) and probably has little to do with any
interaction betweenthe receptor and Gi.
G Protein-Effector
Interactions
TwoG protein-effector interactions are relatively
phosphodiesterase and G~-adenylyl cyclase.

well defined----Gt-

PHOSPHODIESTERASE
The cyclic GMP-specific phosphodiesterase of the
rod outer segmentsis also a heterotrimer (a: 88 kd;/3:84 kd; y: 11 kd)(160).
It is loosely associated with the rod outer segmentdisks and can be purified in
the absenceof detergent. Thenative trinaer is essentially inactive, but catalysis is increased markedlyafter limited tryptic digestion (161). This release
from inhibitory constraint is apparently due to proteolysis of the "y subunit
(162). y has Kaof 0.1nM or
f t~fl, and the activity of a ft can be titr ated over
a broad range (i.e. inhibited) by addition of purified % The fully active
phosphodiesterasehas a ratio ofkcat/K m (6 × 107 M-1 sec -1) equal to those of
catalase and carbonic anhydrase--near the diffusion-controlled limit (5).
Gt~’Gpp(NH)p
(resolved from f130 activates the phosphodiesterase to
sameextent as does trypsin, presumablyby alteration of the interactions of the
subunits or by displacement of 3/(25). A recent study by Sitaramayya et
(163) suggests that the composition of the activated complex may
PDE,~-Gt~or PDE~t~:,.Gta. In view of the catalytic prowess of the phosphodiesterase, it is clear that a significant amountof cyclic GMP
can be hydrolyzed during the lifetime of Gt~’GTP.
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Gpp(NH)pcauses dissociation of the subunits of Ot (25, 137), and,
noted, Gt~.Gpp(NH)p
activates the phosphodiesterase in the absence of Gt~v.
It is not possible to do the sameexperimentwith GTPbecause of hydrolysis of
GTPby Gt,~. However, Fung studied the dependence of the rhodopsincatalyzed GTPaseactivity of Gtc~ on the ratio of Gt~ to Gt~v (137). The
subunits bind to rhodopsin in equimolarquantities, and both ct and /33’ are
required for rhodopsin-stimulated GTPaseactivity. However,under conditions whereGTPaseactivity was linearly dependenton Gt~, the requirement
for/3"/was saturated at a Gt,~ : Gt~ of approximately20: 1. This important
experimentindicates that the subunits can be mostly dissociated and function
maximallyas a receptor-stimulated GTPase.One Gt~v can catalyze the binding of GTPto manyGt,~ subunits. Thus, subunit dissociation is driven by the
binding energy of GTPand Mg2+. The phenomenonis not a unique property
of the interaction of G protein c~ subunits with nonhydrolyzable guanine
nucleotide analogues.
ADENYL~/’L
CYCLASE
Adenylyl cyclase exists as multiple molecular species. At least one major form of the enzymein brain is activated by calmodulin, probablydirectly (164-166). Mostspecies are also stimulated directly
an unusual diterpene, forskolin, isolated from the roots of the aromatic herb
Coleus forskohlii (167). The cyclase has been purified from heart (168)
brain (166, 169, 170) using affinity chromatographictechniques with immobilized calmodulinor fors~kolin, pioneered by Storm and colleagues (17 l)
or Pfeuffi~r & Metzger(24), respectively. Althoughsomedifferences among
these preparations are apparent, the enzymeappears to be a single polypeptide
with a molecular weight of approximately 150,000; it also appears to be a
glycoprotein (166, 168). Preparations of the enzymefrom Gpp(NH)p-treated
membran~es
(whichtreatmentgreatly stabilizes activity) contain Gs,~, but little
or no G~.~ (168,169). Somepreparations from untreated membranesappear
be rather free of G protein subunits (166, 170); someapparently are not (169).
However, Arad et al (172) have indicated that adenylyl cyclase and
copurify during the initial stages of fractionation and appear to be associated
even whenthey have not been exposed to nonhydrolyzableguanine nucleotide
analogue, s. Differences in conditions (particularly in detergent) are presumed
to account for these discrepancies (see below).
Levitzki has proposedthat adenylyl cyclase is alwayscoupled to Gs in vivo.
This ar~;ument is based on the work just described (172) and on kinetic
analysis., which indicates that the interaction betweenG~and C is not rate
limiting (134). I find it difficult to concludethat all of the cyclase is always
associated with G~, basedon its behaviorin detergent. However,this is not to
deny the: possibility. The suggestionthen opensthe question of the role of the
considerable excess of G~over adenylyl cyclase and howfree G~interacts
with HRcompared with the interactions of HRwith G~.AC.
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Stimulation Adenylylcyclase is activated by G~(Figure 3). In the absence
the regulatory protein catalytic activity is nearly undetectablein the presence
of the usual substrate, MgATP(15); some activity is observable with
MnATP.A hormone-sensitive adenylyl cyclase activity has been reconstituted in phospholipid vesicles from three purified proteins--the/3-adrenergic
receptor, Gs, and the cyclase itself. Thus, these three proteins suffice to
constitute a primary pathwayfor hormonalstimulation of cyclic AMP
synthesis (173). Since the turnover numberof adenylyl cyclase is probably about
1000 rain -l, several hundred molecules of cyclic AMPcan be made during
the lifetime of a single Gs’GTP.
Adenylyl cyclase is activated by Gs~.GTPTS
(112). This interaction
direct, and, as mentioned, a complex of Gs~’Gpp(NH)passociated with
adenylyl cyclase is sufficiently stable to survive purification to homogeneity
(168). The capacity of G~, to activate adenylyl cyclase accounts for the
activity of oligomeric G~ (112). G~v inhibits activation of G~ by GTPTS
(110). Activation of G~ by A1F~-appears to occur by a similar mechanism:
subunits dissociate (32); Govincreases the rate of deactivation of F--activated
Gs (99).
Inhibition Elucidation of the mechanismsof inhibition of adenylyl cyclase
by Gi has been less straightforward. Purification and reconstitution of the
oligomer indicate that it can indeed mediate hormonal inhibition of the
enzyme,and incubation of Gi with GTPTS
causes characteristic "activation"
of the inhibitory capacity of the protein, accompaniedby dissociation of its
subunits to Gi,.GTPySand Gov (42, 43). However, resolution of the subun;.ts, followed by their individual reconstitution with platelet or wild-type
GTP

GDP

GDP

+

G=’GDP

P~

~

+

G~-GDP

HtO

HzO

Figure 3 Mechanisms of receptor-mediated

GTP

stimulation

and inhibition

P~
of adenylyl cyclase.
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$49 cell membranes,revealed only modestinhibitory activity associated with
Gi,,.GTP-/S; the/3-/subunit complexwas the primary source. [The profound
inhibitory effect of/3-/(from Gs, Gi, Go, or Gt) on the adenylyl cyclase
activity of normal plasmamembranes
from a variety of cells has subsequently
been observed in several laboratories (174, 175); it is a fact and it has
implications (see below).] The inhibitory activity of/3-/is dependenton the
presence of Gs (83, 166). Direct inhibition of adenylyl cyclase by/3"/seems
unlikely. Althoughthe possibility of this interaction was raised by Katadaet
al (176), Smigel’sdata (166) suggest that this effect was due to contamination
of crude adenylylcyclase with Gs. It should be noted that Gi is in considerable
excess of Gs in all tissues that have been examined.Thus, Gi can serve as a
reservoir of/3-/, available to buffer the release of Gs,~.
Based on these observations it was proposed that/3-/can mediate hormonal
inhibition of adenylyl cyclase by interaction with Gs~ (Figure 3):
Gs,~ + (3t3 v ~ Gs~3r
Several additional observations support this hypothesis; I will mentionone
here (43). Whenplatelet membranesare treated briefly with GTP-/Sand
a2-adrenergic agonist at low Mgz+ concentrations, adenylyl cyclase is
"irreversibly" inhibited. This inhibition is of the same magnitudeas that
producedby maximallyeffective concentrations of/3% and it is not additive
with the effect of/3-/. The inhibition is overcomecompletelyby reconstitution
of the membraneswith physiological concentrations of Gi,,’GDP. The most
reasonable explanation for this fact is interaction between G~.GDP
and G~v
to relieve the inhibition caused by free/3-/in the membrane.
It was never proposed that inhibition of adenylyl cyclase by the indirect
action of 1~-/wasthe only possible mechanism,and this notion was untenable
from the beginning because of the observation of hormonal inhibition of
adenylyl cyclase activity in the cyc- $49 cell mutant(154). Thesecells lack
all traces of Gs~, and, logically,/3-/is not inhibitory whenreconstituted with
cyc- mernbranes (83). The relatively modest inhibitory effect of G~ was
invokedto explain this situation (83). This inhibitory effect of Gi,-GTP’yS
has
also been observedby Roofet al (101). It does not appear to be a property
Go~.GTP-/S(101, 176). The effect of Gi,~.GTP-/S on adenylyl cyclase
competitivewith that of G~,~(176). It should be noted, however,that inhibition of adenylyl cyclase in cyc- is assayed under unusual conditions; in the
absenceof G~,, forskolin is included to observe a significant level of enzymatic activity.
G PROTEIN
SUBUNIT
DISSOCIATION
The hypothesis of indirect inhibition
of adenylyl cyclase by G¢~is surrounded by a certain level of controversy,
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which centers in particular around the issue of dissociation of G protein
subunits. WhenGs and Gt were the only two G proteins in the picture, the
possibility of subunit dissociation was of modestinterest to a few. However,
there are importantimplications if an inhibitory, shared subunit is released on
activation of any of several G proteins. In particular this wouldprovide a
mechanismfor coordination of the activity of opposing pathwaysof transmembranesignaling (3). Activation of one pathway would inhibit others,
depending on the relative strength of signal input and the relative concentrations of the pertinent reactants in a given cell. A corollary is that G
proteins that shared a fly subunit complexwith Gs wouldall be "Gis" in terms
of regulation of adenylyl cyclase. Differences in/33’ amongG proteins would
be a mechanism
to partition their reciprocal interactions. A G protein without
a/33" subunit complex(? ras) wouldbe immuneto such regulation. Dissociation of Gprotein subunits thus provides a literal branch point in pathwaysfor
regulation of cell function: Ga initiating certain actions and G~vterminating
others. In view of these considerations, the issue of the reality of G protein
subunit dissociation in the bilayer has assumedsomeimportance.
The subunit dissociation modelis basedin part on the fact that the phenomenon occurs in solution (and, therefore, usually in the presence of detergent)
with all G proteins examined when exposed to GTP3"S,Gpp(NH)p,or A1F~
and Mg2+. Evidence discussed above indicates that GTPhas the same effect
on Gt. G protein ct subunits are sufficient to activate their effectors. The
subunit complexinterferes with these effects. The /33’ subunit complexis
distinctly inhibitory to hormone-stimulatedadenylyl cyclase activity in normal membranes.This effect does not appear to be exerted directly on adenylyl
cyclase and is dependenton the presence of Gs. Thus, it implies that there
exists a steady-state concentration of free Gs, in the bilayer. Basedon these
facts, the hypothesisis a reasonableone. Whetherit is true is another matter.
It has alwaysbeen recognizedthat subunit dissociation in the bilayer has not
been demonstrateddirectly. This is an obvious deficiency, although one that
is difficult to remedy. Until it is, the question remains open. If such a
demonstrationis to be taken seriously, I believe that it must occur in a normal
membrane,wherethe concentrations of the reactants are physiological and the
environment, although unknown,is relevant.
Trivial criticisms of the subunit dissociation hypothesis include the notion
that adenylyl cyclase is always associated with Gs, as discussed above. This
possibility does not denythe potential for dissociation of subunits; it is easily
accommodatedby GTP-induceddissociation of/33’ from the complex of G~
and the enzyme,as noted by Levitzki (4). Similarly, disagreementabout the
relative abilities of Ginand Gt~v to causeinhibition does not speakto the issue
of whether or not subunits actually dissociate.
GTP3~Scan cause a conformational change of G~ or Gi at 0°C, which was
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detected as a change in their sedimentation coefficients (177). However,
actual subunit dissociation did not occur until the protein was warmed.The
authors described the altered form of the G protein as "preactive." Others
havemistakenlystated that Codinaet al (177) claimedthat the ability of Gs
activate adenylyl cyclase precededsubunit dissociation.
It has also beensuggestedthat the lifetime of G.GTP
is too short to permita
cycle of subunit dissociation. Recent estimates of kca t suggest a value of
approximately4 min-~. It is difficult to understandhowthis relatively long
lifetime constitutes evidence against the hypothesis without knowledgeof the
actual rate of dissociation in situ. Thestatus of the proposedaft7 --~ a + f13~
steady state must be measured in the presence and absence of relevant
potential perturbants.
G PROTEINEFFECTOR
INTERACTION
DOMAIN
Masters et al (95) speculate
that the lo.ng domain(residues 60-208 of aavg) that is inserted betweenthe
first two of the four regions involved in guanine nucleotide binding is
involved in G protein-effector interactions. Theargumentis based particularly on analogy with the corresponding(smaller) regions of EF-Tuand ras. It
also reasonableto suggest that the conformationof this domainis likely to be
regulated by GTP. H21a is an $49 cell mutant, wherein Gs is capable of
interaction with receptors but incapable of interaction with adenylyl cyclase
(178). Elucidation of the molecularbasis of this defect mayshed light on the
domainof G~necessary for interaction with effectors.
ARFAl3P-ribosylation of Gsa by cholera toxin requires the presence of
another p:rotein, which has been termed ADP-ribosylation factor or ARF.
Distinguishable soluble (179) and membrane-bound
(180) forms of this activity have been characterized, and the latter has been purified (181, 182).
Althoughit is certainly intriguing that ARFis a 21-kd GTP-binding
protein, it
is not ras (182, see also 183). The tight association of purified ARFwith
endogenousGDPsuggests that the protein is a GTPase,although this activity
was not detected under the conditions utilized. Evidence indicates that
ARF.GTP
(or GTP~/S)in association with Gs~.GDP
(but not GTP~/S)
is the substrate for cholera toxin. The significance of the apparent association
of Gs with ARFis an important (and elusive) question.

G PROTEIN-MEMBRANE INTERACTIONS
This potentially interesting subject has been neglected. Detergent is required
for solubilization of G~,Gi, and Goand for their behavioras distinct entities in
solution. ~Gt can be eluted from disk membranes
with GTPor nonhydrolyzable
triphosphate analogues and does not aggregate in the absence of detergent.
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Classical transmembranespanning sequences have not been found for any G
protein subunit. It is assumedthat the proteins are associated with the inner
face of the plasma membrane.
Stemweis(184) has noted that Gi,~.GDPand Go,~’GDPbehave as soluble
monomers
in the absence of detergent; Gt~v aggregates. G~vassociates readily
with phospholipidvesicles; the o~ subunits do not. Of interest, the o~ subunits
interact in a saturable fashion with G~,-containingphospholipidvesicles. The
binding of ce is essentially stoichiometric with/3y and is reversed on addition
of GTPyS.It is possible that Gt~~, serves as the membrane
anchor for G~and
that G,~subunits dissociate fromthis anchorwhenactivated. If true, their sites
of action need not be confined to the plasma membrane.Rodbell has speculated boldly on this subject (185).
COVALENT

MODIFICATION

OF G PROTEINS

Well-characterized covalent modifications of G proteins are the ADPribosylation reactions carried out by toxins elaborated by V. cholerae and B.
pertussis (18-21). Elucidation of the molecularbasis of intoxication by these
important pathogens is an important landmark,and, of course, the toxins have
been of great experimental value. Despite occasional claims to the contrary,
there is no convincing evidence for ADP-ribosylation of G proteins as a
physiological event.
The complex substrate for ADP-ribosylation of Gs by cholera toxin has
been mentioned above. It is not clear if ARFis a requirement for ADPribosylation of Gt by the toxin. Anarginine residue is the site of modification
in Gt (186), and the analogous arginine is presumablyADP-ribosylatcdin
(79). It is not obvious whyGi and Go are poor substrates for cholera toxin.
Differences in sequencesurroundingthe site of modification or differences in
their ability to interact with ARFare the obvious possibilities.
The
characteristic effect of the ADP-ribosylation
is usually described as inhibition
of the receptor-stimulated GTPaseactivity of the G protein (10, 187). This
consistent with the fact that GTPactivates receptor-free Gs almost as well as
does GTPyS.However,ADP-ribosylation also appears to decrease the affinity of Gs,~ for Gt~,, which could account for loss of receptor-dependent
GTPaseactivity (188). The basal GTPaseactivity of ADP-ribosylatedGs
unimpaired. Further experimentation is necessary.
Pertussis toxin-catalyzed ADP-ribosylationof Gi, Go, and Gt is somewhat
more straightforward, in that ARFis not required; however, resolved ce
subunits are not substrates. A cysteine residue tbur removedfrom the carboxy
terminusof the o~ subunit is the site of modification(81,189). It is interesting
that an analogous cysteine residue in ras is acylated (190). As mentioned
above, ADP-ribosylation by pertussis toxin appears to block interactions
between G proteins and receptors.
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Exposure of cells to phor, bol esters causes alterations of their abilities to
respond to hormones that interact with G protein-linked receptors. There is,
however, no clear picture of mechanism. For example, there are indirect data
that are consistent with both enhanced interaction of Gs with adenylyl cyclase
(191) and impaired function of the inhibitory pathway (192); these possibilities are obviiously not mutually exclusive. Protein kinase C can phosphorylate
Gi~ in vitro, and this reaction is suppressed by Gt~v (193). Unfortunately,
there are no data to indicate that this occurs in vivo. This interesting subject is
best left for’ future discussion. Hints of possible covalent modification of G
proteins are provided by their isoelectric heterogeneity (194). Variations
the relative quantities of such differing forms have also been noted as a
function of development or transformation (195, 196).
Although it is beyond the scope of this review, it is worth mentioning that
knowledge of covalent modification of G protein-linked
receptors has
evolved very impressively in recent years. Rhodopsin is phosphorylated on
multiple sites by a rhodopsin kinase, and phosphorylated rhodopsin is then
apparently "capped" by interaction with another protein, arrestin (149). The
/3-adrenergic receptor inspires lavish attention from a hoard of well-known
and previously uncharacterized kinases. At least one of these is presumed to
be specific for this and related receptors (197). It is predictable that other
protein-linked receptors will be treated similarly. G proteins themselves may
be more aloof.
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